INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

The Kirsten sarcoma virus gene or *KRAS* encodes for KRAS, a small GTPase transducer protein involved in signal transduction ([@B1]). KRAS acts as a molecular switch inside the cell and is involved in the activation of several pathways such as MAPK, PI3K, PLCe and RalGDS ([@B2]). The MAPK and PI3K pathways in particular, activate cell proliferation and cell survival, which are two of the six hallmarks of cancer ([@B3]). In fact, aberrant KRAS signaling is a driver of many cancers, such as lung ([@B4],[@B5]), prostate ([@B6]), colorectal ([@B7],[@B8]), pancreatic ([@B9]) and breast cancer ([@B10]). Over the past three decades, much effort has gone into the development of small molecule based inhibitors targeting the KRAS protein, with only two compounds, AMG 510 and MRTX849, currently in phase I clinical trials ([@B11]). However, no drug has yet reached the market to date, highlighting the difficulty of this feat. KRAS binds its GDP/GTP substrate in high (picomolar) affinity, and it is perhaps the one reason why designing an inhibitor is difficult ([@B14],[@B15]). Efforts have also gone into inhibiting the post-translational isoprenylation of KRAS that is required for attachment to the plasma membrane, but that too has been futile for the time being ([@B14]).

An alternative approach to targeting KRAS may still be through a small molecule, but instead of targeting the protein, one may choose to target the *KRAS* gene, in particular a G-quadruplex (G4) DNA in the promoter region ([@B17]). G4s are four-stranded DNA structures, found to be enriched in gene regulatory regions, such as the nuclease hypersensitive element (NHE) located upstream of transcription start sites ([@B18]). The stabilization of these G4 structures with small molecules has been shown to downregulate gene expression, even in the case of *C-MYC*, which was thought previously to be 'undruggable' ([@B19],[@B20]).

The promoter region of the *KRAS* gene contains three potential G4s (near, mid and far; Scheme [1](#F13){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B21],[@B22]). The near *KRAS* G4 (namely 32R) is found ∼115 bp upstream of the transcription start site (TSS) and has been reported by circular dichroism (CD) and dimethyl sulfate (DMS) footprinting experiments to adopt a parallel G-quadruplex conformation with a thymidine bulge in one strand and a (1/1/11) looping topology ([@B23],[@B24]). Xodo *et al.* reported that transcription factors such as MAZ (Myc associated zinc finger) and hnRNP A1, upregulate *KRAS* expression by binding to the near *KRAS* G4 ([@B25]). The same group reported that oxidation of guanine to 8-oxoguanine in the near *KRAS* G4 can elevate gene expression ([@B26]), similar to the findings of Burrows and co-workers ([@B27]). Recently, a publication has suggested that HMBG1 (high mobility group protein 1) binding the near *KRAS* G4 may play a role in *KRAS* regulation ([@B28]). These studies highlight that direct targeting of the near *KRAS* G4 could be a promising therapeutic strategy. To aid in the development of these targeted therapies, high-resolution structural studies of the near *KRAS* G4 are required.

![Schematic representation of the promoter G4s located in the NHE region of the *KRAS* gene.](gkaa262fig13){#F13}

The NMR solution structure of a truncated portion of the near *KRAS* G4, 22RT (a 22-nucleotide G16T mutant of the native 22R sequence, PDB: 5I2V), was previously reported by Salgado *et al.* to be a parallel G-quadruplex monomer with a thymidine bulge, two single-nucleotide propeller loops and a four-nucleotide loop ([@B29]). The G16T mutation was found to be more stable and had better resolved NMR peaks compared to the native 22R sequence.

Herein, we report the first crystal structure of KRAS-22RT and highlight unique features observed in the crystal structure which are absent in the previously reported NMR solution structure. We performed docking and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with two multicarbazole ligands that demonstrate higher stabilization for the near *KRAS* G4 compared to other promoter G-quadruplexes ([@B30]), to provide further information on structural features that are important for small molecule binding to the near *KRAS* G4.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

All reagents for crystallization and circular dichroism (CD) were purchased from Merck or Sigma-Aldrich. Nuclease free water was purchased from Thermo Fisher (Australia). DNA oligos KRAS-22RT (5′-dAGGGCGGTGTGGGAATAGGGAA-3′) and the doubly 5-bromouracil modified sequence KRAS-22R^Br^U (5′-dAGGGCGG^Br^UGTGGGAA^Br^UAGGGAA-3′) were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Singapore) as a lyophilized solid with HPLC purification. CD was performed on KRAS-22RT and KRAS-22R^Br^U to determine topology in K^+^ buffer (100 mM KCl and 10 mM potassium cacodylate pH 6.5) prior to crystallization ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Circular dichroism {#SEC2-1}
------------------

G4 DNA was diluted to 4 μM in potassium cacodylate buffer (100 mM KCl and 10 mM potassium cacodylate pH 6.5), then annealed by heating to 95°C for 5 min and slowly cooled to room temperature overnight prior to CD analysis. CD was performed on a JASCO J-810 with Peltier temperature control (20°C), scanning from 220 to 320 nm, 100 nm/min and accumulation of three spectra ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Background and baseline were corrected for using a blank solution (potassium cacodylate buffer).

*KRAS* G4 crystallization {#SEC2-2}
-------------------------

The DNA were resuspended in potassium cacodylate buffer (100 mM KCl and 10 mM potassium cacodylate pH 6.5) to a stock concentration of 3.0 mM. The DNA was further diluted to desired concentrations, checked with nanodrop and annealed by heating to 95°C for 5 min and allowed to slowly cool to room temperature overnight. Oligos were stored at 4°C after annealing until further use.

Conditions for crystal growth were screened in a sparse matrix 96-well sitting drop format screen using Natrix crystallization screens HR-116 and HR2-117 (Hampton Research), in 96-well Intelliplates (Hampton Research), and a Phenix liquid-handling robot (Arts Robbins Instruments, USA), and stored in a temperature-controlled room (25°C).

Fine screening of KRAS-22RT and KRAS-22R^Br^U crystals were produced in 24 well plates based on Natrix2 condition HR-117:35 (80 mM NaCl, 12 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl•6H~2~O, 40 mM Na-cacodylate•3H~2~O pH 7.0, 35% v/v MPD and 12 mM spermine•4HCl) and 22RT or 22R^Br^U (at a concentration of 0.5 or 1.0 mM) in a drop ratio of 1:1 DNA:reservoir solution, then equilibrated against a 500 μl reservoir solution. Crystals were harvested in a nylon loop, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen (with ∼30% MPD as a cryoprotectant, if required). X-ray diffraction data were collected on an in-house Rigaku XtaLAB Synergy-S instrument, and at the MX1 (22R^Br^U) and MX2 (22RT) beamlines of the Australian Synchrotron (Victoria, Australia) ([@B31]).

Structure solution and refinement {#SEC2-3}
---------------------------------

X-ray data were reduced using XDS ([@B32]) and AIMLESS ([@B33],[@B34]). Resolution cut-offs of 1.8 Å (22RBrU) and 1.6 Å (22RT) were chosen, using a combination of data completeness, half-dataset correlation coefficient, signal-to-noise ratio and merging R-factor as indicators ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The crystal structure of 22R^Br^U was solved through molecular replacement using PHASER ([@B35]), in the CCP4 suite ([@B36]) with a search model consisting of the core G-tetrads extracted from the first model from the ensemble of the solution structure of *KRAS* G4 (PDB: 5I2V ([@B29])). The model was manually completed in COOT ([@B37]) with iterative cycles of building/refinement in first REFMAC ([@B38]), and then PHENIX.REFINE ([@B39]). As the 22RT and 22R^Br^U data are isomorphous, the 22RT data was phased by rigid-body refinement with the 22R^Br^U structure, the model modified to reflect the 22RT sequence, and completed using the same protocol as for 22R^Br^U. Atomic coordinates and structure factors were deposited in the RCPB PDB with PDB ID of 6N65 and 6WCK. PyMOL was used for visualization and preparing figures ([@B40]).

Computational modeling {#SEC2-4}
----------------------

MD simulations were conducted on the KRAS-22RT G4 dimer and corresponding A17T mutant, each of the monomeric units of the KRAS-22RT G4, a A17T mutant monomeric unit and the NMR solution structure of the KRAS G4 (PDB ID: 5I2V). Functionalized multicarbazoles with an ethyl (2b) or propyl (2f) chain and a terminal pyrrolidine (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) were docked to the KRAS-22RT G4 dimer and corresponding A17T mutant, the monomeric unit for KRAS-22RT G4 and the A17T mutant monomeric unit using AutoDock Vina ([@B41]). The docking search space was defined as a box that included the entire G4 with 40 points included in each of the x- y- and z-directions ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The most stable docking pose with the dimer and monomer was simulated. By performing MD after docking the physical and chemical potential energy surface of the ligand binding to the quadruplex can be investigated as the system evolves with time to determine the minimum energy conformation of the system.

MD simulations were performed using AMBER16 ([@B42]) with the AMBER BSC1 force field ([@B43]). The functionalized multicarbazoles were assigned AMBER BSC1 atom types supplemented with GAFF using ANTECHAMBER ([@B44]). Partial charges for the lesions were developed using RESP charge fitting based on a B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) structure and the HF/6-31G(d) electrostatic potential. The quadruplexes were solvated in a TIP4PEW octahedral box such that the minimum distance between the box edge and quadruplex is 10 Å. KCl was added to neutralize the system at a final concentration of 0.1 M.

Systems were minimized in a step-wise procedure with minimization of (i) water and counter ions, (ii) DNA hydrogen atoms, (iii) DNA and (iv) the entire system. Each step of minimization included 2500 steps of steepest descent and 2500 steps of conjugate gradient minimization, while applying a 50 kcal/(mol Å^2^) restraint on all other atoms. The systems were then heated from 0 to 310 K in six steps, with each 10 ps simulation having an increased temperature (i.e. 10, 60, 120, 180, 210, 260 and 310 K). Heating was performed with a 1 fs time step, 10 kcal/(mol Å^2^) restraint on the solute and the Langevin thermostat (γ = 1.0). The systems were then equilibrated over five 20 ps simulations while reducing the constraint on the DNA (i.e. 20, 15, 10, 5 and 1 kcal/(mol Å^2^)). Equilibration was performed at 310 K with a 2 fs time step. Finally, unconstrained production simulations of 1 μs were performed in triplicate for each system. Throughout all simulations the pressure was maintained at 1 bar using isotropic position scaling and the Berendsen barostat (τ~P~ = 2.0 ps), SHAKE, the periodic boundary condition, a nonbonded cutoff of 10 Å, and long-range electrostatic interactions were treated with the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method.

Analysis was performed on frames spaced by 0.1 ns using the cpptraj module of AMBER16 ([@B38]). Representative structure for systems were selected by clustering using the hierarchical agglomerative algorithm (ε = 3.0). Only clusters with occupancies \>10% have been reported in the figures. Visualization of the simulations was performed using VMD ([@B45]) and figures were created using both VMD and PyMOL ([@B46]). Molecular Mechanics/Generalized Born Surface Area (MMGBSA) pairwise energies were calculated for the interactions between the functionalized multicarbazoles and the quadruplex.

Native DNA PAGE {#SEC2-5}
---------------

KRAS-22RT (AGGGCGGTGTGGGAATAGGGAA) and a KRAS-22RT mutant oligo (AG**A**GC**A**GTGTG**A**GAATA**A**GGAA) (IDT, Singapore), were reconstituted in ddH~2~O to a concentration of 10 mM. The ladder was prepared from repeating dT oligos (IDT, Singapore) reconstituted in ddH~2~O to a concentration of 1 mM, and mixed in ddH~2~O with final concentrations shown in parentheses: dT~60~ (21 μM), dT~50~ (25 μM), dT~40~ (62 μM), dT~30~ (41 μM), dT~22~ (56 μM), dT~15~ (82 μM).

For the PAGE gel KRAS-22RT and KRAS-22RT mutant oligos were further diluted in buffer (10 mM lithium cacodylate pH 7.4, 150 mM KCl) to final concentrations of 1000, 316 and 100 μM in the absence and presence of compound 2f in the following oligo:compound ratios (μM): 1000:1000, 316:316, 100:100, 316:1000, 316:316, 316:100. The resulting solutions were annealed at 95°C for 5 min, and incubated at 4°C overnight. Samples were then further diluted in the same buffer to normalize the DNA concentration to 100 μM and 10 μl of this solution were mixed with 5 μl of glucose 50% (w/v) prior to loading in wells.

Two acrylamide gels (15%) were cast using 4.368 ml ddH~2~O, 4.50 ml acrylamide/bisacrylamide solution 19:1 40% (w/v), 1200 μl 10× TBE, 1800 μl KCl 1 M, 120 μl ammonium persulfate 10% (w/v), and 12 μl TEMED in a Bio-Rad Mini-PROTEAN Tetra cell apparatus (gel size 8.3 × 7.3 cm, thickness 1 mm). The running buffer consisted of 1× TBE + 150 mM KCl (1000 ml). Gels were run at 65 V, 90 mA, 4°C for 3.5 h using a mixture of bromophenol blue (runs at ∼22 nt) and xylene cyanol (∼60 nt) to follow progress. After completion, gels were transferred to plastic wrap, placed on a fluorescent silica TLC plate and illuminated manually from above at 254 nm with a handheld UV lamp. Images were captured using a Bio-Rad ChemiDoc XRS+ (no illumination, 1 × 1 binning, 0.015 s exposure).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#SEC3}
======================

The truncated 22nt *KRAS* promoter G4 crystallizes as a dimer with head-to-head stacking {#SEC3-1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The *KRAS*-22RT G4 crystallized in space group *P12~1~1* as a 5′-head-to-head stacked dimer in the asymmetric unit, which differs from the previously reported monomeric NMR solution structure ([@B29]) (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In parallel, the 5-bromouracil derivative (22R^Br^U) was also crystallized with a view to use anomalous scattering phasing where it was required to solve the structure of 22RT ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Following successful molecular replacement, the 22R^Br^U data was used to confirm the sequence register of the structure, by location of the bromine atoms in an anomalous difference electron density map ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There was little variation between the 22R^Br^U and 22RT crystal structures (RMSD = 0.12 Å, dimer), with small difference in the orientation of T16 versus ^Br^U16, which is expected due to the higher B-factor of ^Br^U residues ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). MD simulations were performed to gain a greater understanding of the stability of the dimeric G4 structure. A backbone RMSD of \< 4 Å was maintained across all simulations, indicating the stability of the G4 conformation ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Crystal structure of KRAS-22RT G-quadruplex. Side view (left) and top view (right). Chain A colored (A = blue, G = green, T = pink and C = yellow, potassium cations = dark purple) and chain B in grey. Potassium cations can be observed in the central channel, sandwiched between two G-tetrads. The potassium ion at the dimer interface is coloured in light purple.](gkaa262fig1){#F1}

A total of five potassium ions were found in the central channel of the dimeric G4 formed in the asymmetric unit, with each individual G4 containing two potassium ions positioned between the stacked G-tetrads and an additional potassium ion located at the dimer interface (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In the crystal structures, the distances from each potassium ion is ∼3.3 Å and for guanines participating in G-tetrad formation the K^+^ to O6 guanine oxygen distances ranged from 2.7 to 3.0 Å. Upon simulation, the distance between each potassium ion is slightly elongated (3.6 ± 0.2 Å), while the K^+^···O6(G) distances remain consistent with the crystal structure geometry (2.7 ± 0.2 Å, [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additionally, the overall geometry about the K^+^ ions is consistent with that of previously reported G4 crystal structures ([@B47]). Based on the G4 folding conventions of da Silva ([@B54]), the *KRAS*-22RT G4 has type 1a looping (-ppp) and type VIIIa G-tetrads with four medium (MMMM) groves with widths of 15.4--15.8 Å (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The glyosidic bond angles of the guanine residues in the G-tetrad were in the *anti:anti:anti:anti* conformation.

![Measured distances of medium groove sizes (MMMM) of the first G-tetrad (G2•G6•G11•G18). Distances were measured from the 5′ phosphate groups. All guanine residues are in the *anti-*conformation.](gkaa262fig2){#F2}

An interesting observation of the G4 dimer structure is a lensing effect of the tetrad planes observed in each monomer, beginning as straight at the head (5′ end), and becoming progressively more concave into the tail (3′ end) of the monomer ([Supplementary Figure S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The straight tetrad plane beginning allows for a favourable head to head dimer interface. The more concave plane of the tails of each monomer would be less likely to accommodate any further oligomeric plane to plane interactions. This would suggest that under the geometric constraints seen in these crystal structures, that the G4 dimer represents some limit of oligomerization.

Poly-A stacking was observed in the 4nt propeller loop {#SEC3-2}
------------------------------------------------------

Like the NMR solution structure, the crystal structure of KRAS-22RT contains a bulge (T8) and three propeller loops: two single-residue loops (C5 and T10) and one four residue loop (A14, A15, T16, A17) (See [Supplementary Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for schematic). A unique feature of the KRAS-22RT crystal structure is the extensive poly-A π-stacking interactions within the four-residue propeller loop (A14, A15 and A17) of one quadruplex and with A1 of the other quadruplex in the dimer, a feature which may add increased stability to the quadruplex (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Upon simulation of the dimer, substantial variations in the orientation of the four-residue loop are observed, however two orientations remain predominant (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, the geometry that is observed in the crystal structure is formed for 29% of the total simulation time. While for 65% of the total simulation time the propeller loop is bent such that A14 and A15 are stacking and T16, A17 and A1 are stacking (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Between these two groups of stacking bases there are T-shaped interactions involving A15 and a hydrogen bond is formed between A15(N7) and A17(N6H) for 44% of the overall simulation time ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, in the monomeric NMR solution structure residues A1 and A17 form a cap over the 5′ face of the quadruplex ([@B29]), which was absent in both the crystallographic and simulated dimer.

![(Left) The four-nucleotide loop forming π-π stacking with adenosine bases. A1~B~ π--π stacking on A14~A~, A15~A~ and A17~A~. Residue T16~A~ is oriented away and does not appear to be involved in π-stacking. Distances from each ring displayed. (Right) The same four-nucleotide loop with water molecule shown to be pincered by the phosphate group.](gkaa262fig3){#F3}

![MD representative structures of the quadruplex dimer. Chain A coloured (A = blue, G = green, T = pink, C = yellow and K^+^ = purple) and chain B in grey.](gkaa262fig4){#F4}

Bulges and caps compared to the solution structure {#SEC3-3}
--------------------------------------------------

The thymine residue forming the bulge (T8) displayed a different orientation in the crystal structure when compared to the MD simulations and previously reported NMR solution structure. In the crystal structures T8 and ^Br^U8 was observed to base-pair with A22 to form a 3′-cap ([Supplementary Figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), whereas during MD simulations of the crystal structure and in the previously reported NMR solution structure T8 was projected out and away from the G-tetrad core (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B29]). Capping of the terminal G-tetrads has also been observed with previously reported crystal structures and is thought to contribute to the stability of the quadruplex ([@B55]).

![Crystal structure of KRAS-22RT G-quadruplex (A = blue, G = green, T = pink, C = yellow, K^+^ = purple) aligned with the NMR solution structure (PDB: 5I2V, grey). Residue T8 in the NMR structure is projected out and away of the G-tetrad core (T8NMR), while in the crystal structure forms a 3′-cap over the G-tetrad core (T8XTAL).](gkaa262fig5){#F5}

Conserved water molecules and stacking arrangements {#SEC3-4}
---------------------------------------------------

Comparison between the crystal structure of 22RT and the 22R^Br^U showed that a majority of water molecules are conserved between the two G4 structures in the groove regions, suggesting water may be required to stabilize the structure ([Supplementary Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We observed a single water molecule pincered by the phosphate back bone of A15 and A17 (∼2.7--2.9 Å), which was conserved in the crystal structure of 22RT across the dimer, which we speculate may be required to stabilize the stacking-loop (A14-A15-T16-A17) structure (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, during the MD simulations a single water molecule, which exchanged during the simulation, is bridging a hydrogen bond between A15 and A17 for the entire simulation ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). During the simulation water hydrogen bonds with the phosphate backbone, as well as N1 and N6H of the nucleobases. Due to the conserved nature of the water molecule, we speculate that it is playing a role in stabilizing the stacking-loop (A14-A15-T16-A17) structure.

Comparison between other G-quadruplex structures {#SEC3-5}
------------------------------------------------

Interestingly, dimeric G-quadruplexes have been reported for the crystal structures of telomeric G4 ([@B50],[@B58]) and promoter G4s such as *c-KIT* ([@B47]), *c-MYC* ([@B49]), *BRAF* ([@B48]) and the NMR solution structure of *c-KIT2* ([@B59]), with the majority displaying head-to-head stacking, with *c-KIT2* and *BRAF* being an exception. The first residues in the *c-KIT* and *c-MYC* crystal structures are also oriented away from the G-tetrad, to enable the head-to-head stacking interactions to occur.

It has been noted that in a biological setting, where genomic DNA is involved, the capping of the first G-tetrad may be unfavorable ([@B49]). In our crystal structures capping of the first G-tetrad (G2•G6•G11•G18) from A1, was not observed, which allowed the second G4 to stack on the surface. In a biological setting, only one copy of the *KRAS* near G4 sequence exists, therefore homodimerization is not possible. However, due the three G4 forming regions in the *KRAS* promoter (near, mid and far), we question if heterodimerization was possible with the other G4s and thus whether this plays a biological role.

Structure of monomeric unit of G4 {#SEC3-6}
---------------------------------

In order to determine whether the poly-A-π-stacking observed in the KRAS-22RT G4 dimer crystal structure could occur in a G4 monomer, simulations were performed on each of the monomeric units of the dimer, as well as the previously reported monomeric NMR solution structure. Regardless of the starting structure, the distances from each potassium ion is elongated in comparison to the dimer (on average ∼3.7 Å) and for guanines participating in G-tetrad formation the K^+^ to O6 guanine distances are similar to that observed in the dimer (on average 2.7 Å, [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similar to the dimer there is substantial variation in the orientation of the four-residue loop. However, regardless of the starting structure, stacking interactions are typically observed between residues in the four-residue loop (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figures S10 and S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similar solvation of the loop regions is observed to that of the dimer ([Supplementary Tables S4--S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which further supports the role of water in stabilizing this region of the quadruplex. Additionally, as seen for the simulation of the dimer T8 predominantly adopts an orientation that is projected out and away from the G-tetrad core. In contrast to the dimer simulation, T8 transiently forms hydrogen bonding interactions with A21 ([Supplementary Tables S3--S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![MD representative structures of the quadruplex monomer simulation started from chain A (coloured as A = blue, G = green, T = pink, C = yellow and K^+^ = purple). See [Supplementary Figures S10 and S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for representative structures of the simulations started from chain B and the NMR solution structure.](gkaa262fig6){#F6}

Ligand binding to the near *KRAS* G4 dimer {#SEC3-7}
------------------------------------------

The unique poly-A π-stacking interactions within the four-residue loop of the *KRAS* G4 may be of interest for drug design. Indeed, we have previously reported functionalized multicarbazoles (2b and 2f) that bind selectively to quadruplex DNA over duplex DNA and display a higher stabilization for the near *KRAS* G4 compared to telomeric and other promoter G-quadruplexes ([@B30]). Therefore, to probe the binding of these functionalized multicarbazoles to the near *KRAS* G4 dimer molecular docking followed by 1 μs molecular dynamics simulations were performed. Regardless of the ethyl or propyl functionalization, the ligand docked to one of the poly-A π-stacking loops (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Upon simulation stacking is observed in the four-residue loop and this region is solvated as seen for the isolated dimer (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figures S12 and S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Tables S7 and S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nevertheless, there is substantial variation in the ligand binding location (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figures S12 and S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This indicates that the ligand is not interacting in a stable manner with the dimer. Indeed, upon calculation of the MMGBSA binding energy the ligand binds to the quadruplex with a stability of ∼--18 kcal/mol ([Supplementary Table S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additionally, while there is no substantial change to the average distances between the potassium ions (3.6 or 3.7 Å), there is greater variation in these distances with a standard deviation up to 0.6 Å ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the guanines participating in G-tetrad formation the average K^+^ to O6 guanine distances is similar to that of the isolated dimer (2.7--2.8 Å), but the standard deviations are double that seen when the ligand is not interacting with the G4 ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The high standard deviations indicate that the binding of the ligand to the quadruplex is increasing the flexibility of the overall quadruplex structure.

![KRAS G4 dimer with 2b (top) or 2f (bottom) docked. Chain A coloured (A = blue, G = green, T = pink, C = yellow and K^+^ = purple), chain B in grey and the functionalized multicarbazoles in red.](gkaa262fig7){#F7}

![Dynamics in the binding location of the functionalized multicarbazoles 2b (top) or 2f (bottom) to the KRAS G4 dimer (chain A in blue, chain B in grey, K^+^ in purple and functionalized multicarbazoles in red).](gkaa262fig8){#F8}

Ligand binding to the KRAS near G4 monomeric unit {#SEC3-8}
-------------------------------------------------

Since poly-A-π-stacking within the four-residue loop was also observed upon simulation of the monomer, and the binding of the ligand was shown to increase the flexibility of the quadruplex dimer, molecular docking and 1 μs molecular dynamics simulations were also performed. In contrast to the dimer, the functionalized multicarbazoles bind to the 5′-G-tetrad of the G4 while still maintaining interactions with the poly-A loop residues (A1 and A17 (Figures [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}) and while the ligand shows some variability in orientation, it remains bound to the 5′-G-tetrad of the G4 upon simulation (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). The geometry about the potassium ions is similar to that of the geometry in the absence of the ligand (K^+^···K^+^ = ∼ 3.7 Å and K^+^···O6(G) = ∼2.7 Å, [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Stacking interactions still occur within the four-residue loop and the water mediated interactions are maintained, however the hydrogen-bonding between the loop residues is reduced ([Supplementary Figures S14, S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Tables S10 and S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The ligand binding to the monomeric *KRAS* G4 is predominantly stabilized by the 5′ G-tetrad (G2, G6, G11 and G18) and A residues in the loops (A1 and A17; Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Specifically, the multicarbazoles stack with the 5′ G-tetrad and A1, while the pyrrolidine forms stacking interactions with A17 ([Supplementary Figures S14 and S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). 2f binds stronger to the G4 than 2b (--51.0 and --57.5 kcal/mol, respectively; [Supplementary Table S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and the stronger binding likely occurs due to the longer linker chains in 2f allowing for the pyrrolidine to interact with the loop regions without disrupting the stacking between the 5′ G-tetrad and the multicarbazoles. This higher binding of 2f correlates well with the previously reported higher stabilization of the near KRAS G4 by 2f versus 2b ([@B30]). Nevertheless, regardless of the functionalization, the binding of the ligand to the monomer is up to 40 kcal/mol stronger than the binding of the ligand to the dimer. Given G-tetrads are a conserved feature of all G4s, sequence and structural variability in the loop regions provide the opportunity for small-molecule targeting of specific G4s. Since the studied functionalized multicarbazoles show higher stabilization of the *KRAS* G4 over other quadruplexes ([@B30]), this could be due to the additional stacking interactions that occur with the poly-A loop residues.

![KRAS G4 monomer with 2b (top) or 2f (bottom) docked. Coloured as A = blue, G = green, T = pink, C = yellow, K^+^ = purple, and the functionalized multicarbazoles = red.](gkaa262fig9){#F9}

![Dynamics in the binding location of the functionalized multicarbazoles 2b (top) or 2f (bottom) to the KRAS G4 monomer (KRAS in blue, K^+^ in purple and functionalized multicarbazoles in red).](gkaa262fig10){#F10}

![MD representative structures showing the energetic contribution (kcal/mol) of each nucleoside to binding of 2b (top) or 2f (bottom) to the KRAS G4 monomer. See [Supplementary Table S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for exact binding energies.](gkaa262fig11){#F11}

Ligand binding to the KRAS A17T mutant {#SEC3-9}
--------------------------------------

To further clarify the role of the poly-A-π-stacking within the four-residue loop on the structure of the KRAS quadruplex and the role of this loop in ligand binding, simulations were performed on the A17T mutant. For both the mutant dimer and monomer, the potassium ions are positioned similarly to the KRAS_22RT (K^+^ to K^+^ = 3.7 Å) and the guanines participating in G-tetrad maintain their interactions with the ions (K^+^ to O6 = 2.7 Å, [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There is less variation in the orientation of the four-residue loop of the A17T quadruplexes compared to the native quadruplex monomer or dimer. In the A17T quadruplex dimer or monomer, A15 and A14 form a stacking interaction and T17 and T16 are not interacting with the stacked adenine residues ([Supplementary Figures S17 and S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This loss of poly-A-π-stacking within the four-residue loop has the potential to reduce the binding propensity of the ligands to the quadruplex.

To determine the effect of the loss of poly-A-π-stacking within the four-residue loop, the functionalized multicarbazoles (2b and 2f) were docked to the mutant dimer and monomer and 1 μs simulations were performed. 2b displays weaker binding to the A17T quadruplex dimer and monomer by 3--4 kcal/mol ([Supplementary Tables S13 and S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The weaker binding is predominantly due to loss of stabilizing interactions with A17 due to the change in orientation of the loop relative to the bound ligand (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure 19](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The same drastic change is not observed for binding of 2f to the A17T quadruplex dimer or monomer compared to KRAS_22RT, although in both cases there are no interactions between the 2f ligand and the four residue loop, hence binding to the loop is completely disrupted ([Supplementary Figure S20](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The simulations on ligand binding to the A17T KRAS quadruplex indicates a key role of the poly-A sequence of the four-residue loop in ligand binding.

![MD representative structures showing the stacking between the A residues of the loops and the functionalized multicarbazole 2b (red) in the native KRAS quadruplex (top) and A17T mutant KRAS quadruplex (bottom).](gkaa262fig12){#F12}

Native DNA PAGE of the KRAS near G4 {#SEC3-10}
-----------------------------------

Native DNA PAGE of the KRAS-22RT G4 indicated that at both low and high oligo concentrations two G4 species were observed in solution, a lower band which displayed a faster mobility and corresponds to the monomeric G4 and an upper band which displayed a much slower mobility and corresponded to the higher order G4 ([Supplementary Figure S21](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Both structures were observed at oligo concentrations as low as 100 μM, confirming that the higher order G4 structure is present in solution even at low concentrations. In contrast, the unfolded KRAS-22RT mutant (AG**A**GC**A**GTGTG**A**GAATA**A**GGAA) displays no higher order structure. The presence of compound 2f results in retardation of the higher order structure, where increasing the ligand:oligo ratio results in a greater band retardation ([Supplementary Figure 21](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The lower band which corresponds to the monomeric G4 appears to be unaffected by the presence of compound 2f.

CONCLUSION {#SEC4}
==========

We reported two crystal structures of the near *KRAS* G4 (22RT and 22R^Br^U) found in the promoter region at 1.6 and 1.8 Å resolution, respectively. The structure was found to be a parallel G4 head-to-head dimer, in contrast to the previously-reported monomeric NMR solution structure. The crystal structure displayed unique elements which were not observed in the solution structure: the four-nucleotide propeller loop of one quadruplex contained extensive π-stacking interactions between adenines (A14~A~, A15~A~ and A17~A~) that extended onto the second quadruplex by π-stacking with the first residue (A1~B~) of the second G4. Furthermore, the crystal structure was capped at the 3′-ends by T8 and A22 through Watson Crick base-pairing, whereas this was not observed in the previously reported NMR solution structure. We demonstrated using Native DNA PAGE, that in solution the KRAS 22RT G4 contains two main G4 species, a monomeric G4 and a higher order G4. Using molecular dynamics simulation with two multicarbazole ligands that display high stabilization of the near *KRAS* G4 we demonstrated that the poly-A loop residues are important sites for ligand binding to the G4 dimer and monomer in addition to the 5′-G-tetrad. We envisage these stacking interactions with the poly-A loop residues are important contributors to the observed high stabilization of the near *KRAS* G4 with these ligands.

DATA AVAILABILITY {#SEC5}
=================
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